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When you entered Scientology you did so because you thought the-world could
stand a change. You thought that war, crime and insanity were needful of remedy.
You hoped that Scientology could contain answers to these and that the answers
would be effectively applied.
You have watched for five years or some fraction thereof the twist and tur
moil of organizational unrest and you have participated in more than one signi
ficant advance in technique.
What you have, watched and in what you have.participated are the labor pains
of something new born into a world of misunderstanding and unrest and which has
sought to establish a fpothold in an area of agreement in which it did not be
long.
■
But you have watched and participated in definite and positive forward- i
change — definite and measureable progress--- and although our advances may
be minute when compared to original dreams, they are vast compared to the most
optimistic inroads made by earlier efforts.
The early days of development of Dianetics and Scientology found us with too
many preparatory gestures to make in too many fields. To gain a new foothold
in organizational procedure as well as research and dissemination required us to
advance on too many fronts simultaneously which brought about an apparency of
slow forward motion but when one considers how many fields were invaded, how
much preparatory work was done, how much had to be learned, and how arduous was
the early fight, One begins to appreciate that we have gained not an evanescent
(Continued Page 2)
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EDITORIAL:

The- Fourth Dynamic •

A CHANGED NEW WORLD (Con't)
and chimerical advance but have won
a solid platform of know-how from
which we can continue.
Having now started we are already
well advanced toward our goals. The
oddity is that the starting was the
slow thing since it required that we
create a platform from which to start
Do not lose this .technology you
have gained. There is know-how con
tained here which was five years in
the acquisition.
We.are well advanced toward the
goals we first envisioned. We have
never deviated, we have never subr
ordinated personal gain to their at
tainment and we will win just as cer
tainly and inevitably as earth will
again ,circle about the sun, .
v
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We in the'organizations.-of Scientology can perhaps profit by a review: Of and
alignment of the various data which, form the' situation in which Man today is
found. .In cur.publications we talk about the fourth dynamic. We have found
that when we discuss the threat to the dynamics posed by the atomic, etc. bombs,
a large part of our audience dopes the subject,, and some perhaps suppose that we
talk about the bomb as a kind of promotion gimmick'to make it all seem urgent.
The Not-isness that surrounds this subject of survival vs the atomic bomb is
thick and occlusive. .Much of yopr best communication which you have originated
toward the public and toward the'membership in your continents has been lessened
in effectiveness by the presence of this pervading apathy of Man in the face of
a completely unapproachable threat, held by a very few over the heads of the
whole fourth dynamic. If it is a Stable Datum to the general public that "no-;
thing can be done about it by me", then there you have the mass of lies through

$
which must be thrust your communications.
The fact is that something can be
done about it.
The fact is also, however, that many times in the history
of many races something could have been done about it but it was not done.
This could have happened here and now in our civilization, such aa it is. The
difference here is that we each of us know a few people who know how to do
something and intend to do something. But what in the hell can you do? Well,
any damn thing you do is better than nothing. Just anything.
With the intention of aligning the chaos presenting itself in the name of
university bombs or whatever they call them. If a man were merely to buy radio
time and get a national hook-up and devote fifteen minutes a week of pure sil
ence to the subject of the bomb, introduced by "We will now tell you all that
the heads of state are doing today to avert atomic war," - he would be doing
something.
If the highways of a; whole nation were to be bill-boarded with a
sign every ten miles which merely said, "What are you going to do about the
atomic bomb," the mere force of that much comm-lag and the comment which fol
lowed would probably be enough to as-is right out of existence the whole threat.
By a Scientologist not only can something be dene, something can be skill
fully and effectively done about any situation TO THE DEGREE THAT HE CAN ALIGN
THOUGHT, AND CAN TOLERATE UN-ALIGNED THOUGHT. There is your anatomy of the
ability, called determinism.
We do not fall into the notion that governments or groups of governments are
handling or going to handle a broad and total survival problem to dynamic four.
It happens to be of incomparable magnitude to the problems dealt with by govern
ment. Where, then, is the solution?
Right there where the problem is.
In
the level of sanity of Man. It is very possible that Man would not have to be
raised to a very great height of sanity to handle the bomb.
Probably the im
pingement of a slightly greater degree of theta communication into the entheta
now extant would, do the thing we would like to do here.
We are interested in
the intact playing field.
The war and bomb scare is only a facet of the situation we are looking at in
the world today,
and it is not so very real to"so very many people.
Things
are real to people when they relate to what they themselves are doing and trying
to do. A war is always something that people do not compare or relate very much
with what they are doing in life.
It is way out of proportion.
But the Way
for Man to keep from being et up is not to avoid and it is not to neglect the
threat.
The way to keep from being eaten up is to be TOO BIG A MOUTHFUL.
That will state our goals for Man.
5,000 really good auditors could do, along with all our other programs,'
enough -- and fast enough, to get Man over the war ridge into something more
workable, such as for instance, COMMUNICATION.

IMPORTANT EXCLUSIVE INFORMATION BEING RELEASED NEXT ISSUE ON THIS TOPIC.

ASSIGNMENT:

EARTH

Scientology holds Man's fate in this mid-chaos of the 20th century-with the
hand Of knowledge and responsibility capable of DOING SOMETHING about that

ONLY

fate.
The professional auditor has a duty and responsibility, by himself chosen,
and by himself enlivened, to give ALL of Scientology to Man and to work and
to work and to work, teaching and processing, and causing to be processed and
to be taught, the greatest number of the most able and the nearest at hand of
his fellow man.
You do not, wait for a future. A future is not bought at the dime store.
A future is not the result of adjusting one's self to a circumstance. A FUT
URE IS CREATED, yours by you and no other, Man's by Man and ho other.
Your private practice is not a total answer. Your bank account is no ans
wer at all. YOUR DYNAMICS and YOUR DOINGNESS is the answer. You must teach,
and teach hard; you must audit and audit well; you must communicate and do this
widely, generously and well.
LOOK at the fact that the very worst possible thing you could do today is to
do NOTHING.
To the degree that we DO, Man survives. To the degree that we
do NOT, Man succumbs.
EVERY PROFESSIONAL AUDITOR IN THE WORLD should today be engaged in broad,
intensive and thorough action along all dynamics to the effort that is the ef
fort of Scientology to give to Man the increase of his power of choice, his
dignity, his potential rightness in his own world that will mean the attainment
of a civilization and sanity coarasnsurate with the best dreams of Man - the
greatest and best dreamer in the universe.
Because Man has been ceasing rapid
ly to create his adventure Earth today is threatened with destruction.
Every auditor must TEACH; he must not only audit; he must not only speculate
upon auditing; he must not let rot his talent and his technology; he must audit
and he must teach and he must talk.
Start your course now, teach the people at hand, and begin with basics.
Then procede with the basics and stay with the basics and teach these basics
until they are known by your students. Teach them to do some auditing and keep
it simple and effective.
Teach them to conduct a two-way communication any
where at any time with anyone. You can dig this material out of the books and
manuals of Dianetics and Scientology.
You can dig this out of the tapes of L.
Ron Hubbard’s lectures. You can make DATA CLEARS by teaching alone. You can
create co-auditing teams out of your Basic Teachings Courses, when your students
have the basics soundly and utterly thoroughly. You can group audit great num
bers of such students, and you will. But you can teach great numbers, also,
and you must.
In ABILITY Magazine there will be important material for you in your post as
instructor.
In the Ability Books, published every month, there is and will
be such material.
In CERTAINTY Magazine there will be material for you.
Start your courses with what you now have.

Don't wait for what is to come.

To be on the phone and in the mails within the hour with your course announ
cement would not be a bad plan.

It is said by Communicator Bob Nichols that if an auditor doesn't have a
group he doesn't know any people. And if he doesn't have a large group he
doesn't know enough people.
In the job you have carved out for yourself by discovering the information
of Scientology you have the backing not only of every member and every auditor
in Diar.etics and Scientology - you. have the backing of every human being on
this planet.
Put this to test with COMMUNICATION - it checks. .■
For more communication regarding the teaching of Scientology to everyone and
anyone, everywhere and anywhere you are invited to write to any of us in
Washington and Silver Spring, anyone on the staff of the HA3UK in Lond n, the
HASI,A in Melbourne, the HASI,NZ in Auckland. Every one of us in these organ
izations is interested in what you are doing about teaching your subject of
Scientology.
Let's hear from you.
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congress

an n o a n ce cl

This is an advance notice to the leading Scientologists of the West announc
ing the First Western Congress of Scientologists which has been arranged for
March 8 , 9 , 10, and 11, 1956 at the Leamington Hotel, Oakland, California.
"SCIENTOLOGY AND LIVING" is the theme of your Congress. Rev. L, Ron Hubbard,
Jr. (Nibs) is principal-speaker at the Congress.'
This Western Congress will provide a fine opportunity for the establishment
of personal communication1 lines in the great expanse of our Western United
States. A personal meeting of this sort will do wonders in unifying the spirit
of progress in Scientology'. In addition, we shall have the latest auditing mat
erial available from L-. Roh Hubbard in England which he is preparing for pre
sentation for a London Congress in March, 1956.
The Congress-Committee is composed of J. Burton Farber, Chairman, John Mc
Cormick, H. Charles Berner, Thomas C. Lovejoy, and Alfred W. Kozak, all D.Sen.s
associated with the;Church of Scientology of California. We are hoping that
every Auditor West of’the Mississippi will be present to learn of the latest
:concepts and ideas in•auditing.
You cah-be of great-assistance to this unification of Western Scientologists
by announcing the place and dates to your organized groups and interested per
sons. If there is anyone that you would like to receive a personal mailing
about the Congress, please1 send us their name and-address so we may keep them
notified of the latest Congress developments. Do this very shortly so that we
may get the mailings out.
We will greatly appreciate any cooperation you are willing to give toward the
success of this Congress, and, by the way, we have'.asked L. Ron Hubbard to give
the opening address by transatlantic telephone from his London office. More

about this later as arrangements progress. For information regarding Congress,

Write to: W E S T E R N

C O N G R E S S
OF
S C I E N T O L O G I S T S
109 East Dryden Street, -Glendale 7/ California
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By L, Ron Hubbard
It would seem unnecessary to point out that one in managing a business, an
army or an industry, must keep in mind a certain obvious principle. In Scien
tology organizations, for instance, one finds fault with those persons or divi
sions which are not doing their job, which are not disseminating Scientology or
producing income.
One emphatically does not find fault with those persons,
divisions or departments which are producing results, disseminating Scientology
or producing the income necessary to continued progress.
It seems impossible that it is necessary to remind anyone of this principle.
However, this is one of the biggest problems in any business.
Some people
are so anxious to make nothing of things that they take only those things which
are producing and try to make nothing■'of them.
This principle is very overlooked in military forces for instance. Anyone
during a war who tries to fight the enemy is’liable to be castigated.
Only
those officers who do absolutely nothing are promoted. This is also pertinent
to many governments and is certainly to be traced in history.
Man is rather sold on this idea of ruining all production units. We find
in studying the history of governments that those rulers who had been good for
a country and who brought it into levels of prosperity have lasted the short
est periods of time. The longest reigns we discover are accomplished by those
who ruin everything and anybody.
This is one- of the reasons man is in the
state he is in. He follows the idea that he should ruin all producing units
and should neglect all worthless or useless or non-active things.
This is the essence of reactive action. A Thetan unwilling to or actually
unable to duplicate a somethingness tries to make nothing of everything as he
counts upon the environment to fix his attention and himself does not fix it by
choice; when he is in a very bad state a Thetan then sees only those things
which have mass and are in action and neglects those things which do not have
mass and are not in action.

NEWSSTAND ABILITY
ABILITY Magazine will in the nearer future .become a mass distribution med
ium, and we now have a book producer in the Manney Company which is coming
through for us on publications. Manney is now set*up to do large volume book

production and can be expected to come through on ABILITY Magazines by the-ton
which are written well in advance, and written for the general public. ABILITY
will then also be able to improve its service to the membership in addition to
the broad public editions.
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With Dr. William H. Young managing two operations, and with both opera
tions growing this fast, the Founding Church, and Bill Young's own Church of
Scientology of Washington, D.C., getting big in itself to handle, and with E.
Ron Hubbard, Jr., having just completed three weeks of processing by top audi
tor Dick Morley of the Hubbard Guidance Center - one of the most fabulously’
successful intensives ever given - the two operations have now been expanded
to meet the rate of progress we now have.
Bill Young, D.D., D.Scn., Dean
Sen., is now operating full time his own church. He is handling a large and
successful church congregation, a professional training course - the only
part time HCA training available in the area, and a full auditing program.
Moving up to this full-scale Washington activity with Bill is HCA Earl Wood,
who was one of .the stars of the Congress, and who has- been doing a very good
job at the Academy these; past months.
Bill and Earl have some big plans for
the Washington scene.
Appointed Executive Administrator of the Founding Church of Scientology,
Dr. L. Ron Hubbard;, Jr. is now riding herd on the best organizational team to
date in Scientology.
In spite of his youth and familial connections Nibs is
probably the best informed Scientologist on the continent at this time, with
the Terrible Trio, Dick Steves, Ken Barrett and John Sanborn running, each
one a close second in information, experience and auditing ability. Nibs is,
by the hand of HGC's Dick Morley, distinguished as having one of the highest
profiles on his psychometric tests to come out of anywhere.
Further, he has
conducted more, classes in the higher levels than any other.Scientologist in the
world. With the above team in training, and with Dr. Julia Lewis heading a
superb staff of auditors at the Hubbard Guidance Center, and with the Distri
bution Center going great guns in Silver Spring under D.Scn. Don Breeding's
managership, there is plenty of action in Scientology, U.8 .A.

ACADEMY
TECHNICAL
BULLETIN
#3
A NEW HANDLING OF THE PROBLEM OF UNIVERSES (Part 3)
By: L. Ron Hubbard, Jr., D.Scn., D.D.
Kenneth D. Barrett, D.Scn., D.D.
Instructors at the Academy of
Religious Arts and Sciences
Washington, D.C.
In this third Technical Bulletin, we are handling only two subjects so
that their importance may be properly emphasized. If you have been running
this process as given in the first two Technical Bulletins, exactly as it was
given,
you will have found either that you have completely separated a preclear from a particular universe, or that at least you have had partial sep
aration with many cognitions concerning the effect of this universe upon the
preclear.
The first of these two items we want to handle here is the matter of inven
tion. When you started a preclear on a most-collapsed universe, you probably
found that the preclear started off with problems whereby he was being made to
do certain things, or where he should act in certain ways, and similar problems
where he was complete effect of the "winning valence".
Occasionally you will
find a preclear where the universe is so collapsed that his problems would be
those of protecting
the winning valence such as, "If hewent out in the rain,
I would be afraid that he would catch cold", or, "If she were driving along
a winding road in the mountains at night, I would be terribly anxious about
her safety". As the handling of this particular universe progressed, the pre
clear would hand you problems where he was less and less effect, and more
self-determined.
The preclear Vould be nearing the end of the process when he
could be full causein relation to the collapsed universe and at the same time,
would be willing tobe effect,, and he would get problems that he could "let"
this universe be to him.
•; ■
Thus it is clear that the process could be speeded up if you use the com
mand, "Invent a problem ---- could be to you".
In fact this is the command
we are now going to use, for it con
veys to the preclear the goal of the
process immediately. And, as he
progresses with the process, and he
keeps looking at the goal of the pro
cess, you are getting a double effect
here with your processing, and his
progress speeds up. The superior com
mand for separating universes is now,
"Invent a problem that---- could
be
to you".
b o o k s one grid t_wo
ORDER NOW, FROM:
SCIENTOLOGY BOX 2^2, SS. MD.
$1 to Subscribers of ABILITY

In giving this process to the pre
clear we are assuming of course, that
you are at all times observing the
rudiments, Communication. Bridgey
bringing the preclear back into ses
sion each time he drifts, maintaining

good two-way communication with A-R-C, repairing the breaks
in the Auditor's Code that the preclear may have felt hap
pened, arid the other essentials of good processing as out
lined in the CO"AUDITOR'S MANUAL. Be definite on the point
of INVENT. The command is not merely, "Give me".
The second subject for this Bulletin is Havingness. We
have apparently not given Havingness its full importance in
preceding bulletins. We have held back just a little on
this. Now we are going to Unload* At all times, fun "RE
PAIR and /or REMEDt OF HAVINGNESS" AT LEAST TWICE AS MUCH AS
YOU RUN THE PROCESS. This is easy tt> demonstrate in that
you can sit a preclear down* ask him the fcOmmand for this
process - two, ten, or twelve times* and then repair having
ness until he's cheerful, ask him the command again Once or
twice, and he will get a cognition*
This is more predic
table than day and night.
Now, it is essential that you get the preclear quickly
to the state where he can first repair, and then remedy
his havingness with mockups. You will get the preclear
to the point where he can remedy havingness ion a specific
item - when he can mock them up in’sufficient quantity and
eventually throw one of them away EASILY - and he gradual
ly gets a certainty about his ability to create energy for
his own use...at which time, of course, he is free from
the "Scarcity problems" of the MEST universe.
Now, it is quite simple to get a preclear to "mock up
a mass", "Now, shove that into yourself". It is only ne
cessary to observe the gradient scale starting with what
ever the preclear can get, whether it's black masses, or
invisible masses, and through your skill as an auditor,
and patience, arriving at the point where the preclear
has certainty on his ability to create masses, in that
his mock ups take on weight of their own. One can easily
of course, at any time "repair" the havingness of the
preclear either with mockups, or by having him put up
something, and get the idea that it's dangerous for his
body, and then that it's good for his body; and then
that it's dangerous for his body, and it will snap in,
or at least having him get the idea that the room is full
of valuables, which will help to get him started.
On the bottom rung you have Havingness, above that Pro
blems, and above that Games. Even though you are having
him invent problems in relation to a specific Universe on
this process, it is necessary that you run straight "In
vent a problem" to bring the proclear up to a free operating
level in relation to life. On Invent a Problem, it. is
only necessary of course, that you get’a certainty on the
part of the preclear that he is first inventing a problem,
and secondly that what he hands you is a problem, or could
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be a problem. More background material on Havingness will be obtainable
shortly in PAB Book #2 with material .brought up to date by;Ron.
The background material for these, processes are on tapes from the recent
ACC Course which Ron gave in London. • These tapes are used here as part of
the training program. The two that have the most bearing on the preceding
materials are:
Exteriorization By Separateness From Weakest Universes
5512HF15AUD
Repair and Remedy of Havingness 195&
560IHFI6AUD
Technical Bulletin
will be the last in this particular series of four
on a New Handling of The Problem of Universes, but we're quite sure by the
time that it comes out, you won't even need the material that it contains.

By Fernando Estrada, H.A.A.
Hubbard Guidance Center
My consideration in the past was:
process him."

"The only way to handle a child is to

Today it is: "When a parent or any adult has to use auditing to get along
with his child or children, he is using a system or via in the place of
direct communication.
There is nothing wrong with children that plain old
fashioned attention and understanding won’t cure. Children are people."
If you want to process a child, crack open your book and start processing.
If you know how to process people you can process children: their anatomies
are quite similar. But if you want, me to level with you, I'll tell you the
real solution to child problems: that is to unstick yourself from the consid
eration that life is scarce, and start living with children and allowing them
to live around you.
If you are convinced that this can't be done, you get some processing. If
after this you are still of the opinion that you can't create life, then start
processing them fromthe regular S.O.P. Manuals. . They're better PCs than adults
and you'll get results.
The person who is insisting that a problem exists, is the one who has the
problem. Nine times out of ten., the adult saying "Johnny is a problem to ,
me" is telling you that he (the adult) is in need of processing. If you go
ask Johnny about it, he'll say "What problem?"
So come on fellows, let's get on the ball and get ourselves in shape. We
have been blaming the kids long enough.

FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
Studio 152
15l+ West 57th Street
New York 19, N.Y.

;.aew york I i b r a r
J v s;-;•;stocking up on
;V1 :
book* of cl .i j

Scientology Classes Monday,
Wednesday and Friday
7:30 to 10:00'P.M.
$2.50 for one night or $5-00
for one week
' Individual Processing •
Group Processing

Largely as a result of having
Rev. D.Scn. Dick Steves up there
telling them and reminding them of
the subject that took New York un
awares in 1950 , the libraries around .
that celebrated show town are doing
a big business lately in answering
inquiries about Dianetics and Scien
tology. They are now supplied with
Sunday Service held in:
the books, so that they can either
Steinway Hall, Studio 501
read up on it themselves or lend the
113 West 57th St.
books out and then ask their custom8 :Ob P.M. every Sunday
ers about it. Six of the most basic
books last week went out to each of the thirty leading libraries up in New
York from the Distribution Center.
crn

You are finding that people are sometimes very mollases slow about parti
cipating and among these you will find that people do not have the idea very
SOLIDLY THAT THEY ARE BEING INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE Scientology action.
There is where your HASI MEMBERSHIPS come in. Make sure that people know
what the goals and intentions of Scientology and its organizations are, and
make sure they do not get an introvert but that they can extrovert on the su
bject to the extent that they are not being the only one, and that they do
not imagine even vaguely that the
promotion of Scientology is direct
ed at them. Make sure they know that
they are being"invited to join in
a world-wide, outward and decisive
mission of sanity, comprising Man's
e v e r v w h ere /
total bid for a true civilization.
GIVE THEM THE STABLE DATUM THAT SOME
REMEMBER -—
THING CAN BE DONE ABOUT IT. Operat
ABILITY
Magazine is YOURS
ing on the Stable Datum that nothing
can be done about it has, because it
is a morrass of lies, created a per
sistence and down dwindling spiral.
in
Be sure that they become members.
and everywhere/
We do not need people, we have two
and one half billion people. We do
need well-informed and actively com
REMEMBER -municating people, capable of aligning
CERTAINTY Magazine is YOURS

in br 1tai n ana

le ' u.s.a.

action and goals.

CONGRATULATIONS TO Hubbard Professional Auditor DOUGLAS H. MOON of the Mel
bourne, Australia HASI for a fine and continuing auditor performance in his
post as Staff Scientologist to a College (High School in American Terms) there.
Processing the whole school both in groups and individual sessions, Doug has,
by our reports from the Principal herself, in a very short time raised the tone
level to a "more laughter, less grumbling, happier singing, less fault-finding,
more venturesome" way of life. Already a very fine co-educational school with
an excellent staff, the school is very prompt in appreciation of what fine aud
iting can do for a lively little community.

It's a big Congress for California and the Western States, says our mail.
People are not just planning to go, they are taking five, ten, twenty people
along with them, and .one auditor writes, I'm getting everyone in my area to
the Congress. Big interest.
Founding his new APOSTOLIC CHURCH OF THEOLOGICAL SCIENTOLOGISTS with the
first church in Hollywood and branches elsewhere (see page 1 6 ), Rev. CHESTER
MAYDOLE, D.D., D.Scn. has some interesting plans, and some interesting pro
jects already under way. A nearby wrestling arena devotes one night to the
A.C.T.S. building fund. A revival is planned. Stan Kenton & Co. are interes
ted in seeing the thing go and are lined up to do a benefit concert for the
A.C.T.S. Concerts by others of the. .top, P-ajRe jahA.ety J.rL thenp„h-jazz field
are also planned.

D.D., D.Scn. REFA POSTED has secured the Right to Train, and will now be able
to do even more for the Detroit area. We expect some fine HCA's from this di
rection.
New students at the Academy Dr. PAUL WYNN of Los Vegas, FRED NASH of Holly
wood and JOHN HAWKS of Washington, D.C. have completed Indoctrination Week, are
now right in there with the less new and the old-timers.
Some of the old-timers now refreshering at the Academy are D.D., D.Scn.
MAURICE RADELL, D.D., D.Scn. LAURA WEBSTER, B.Sen. INEZ GRAF, D.D., D.Scn.
ALICIA LORRAINE, VIDA DAVIS, HCA, and the most recent arrival is PHIL BEN
NETT, B.Scn.
'
Graduate of D.D., D.Scn. IVAL MAINARD'S HCA Course and fine auditor DICK
FOJUT, Chicago cartoonist and designer, is to join the staff of the Distribu
tion Center of Dianetics and Scientology, in Silver Spring, as an all-around
production man: a triple-threat talent, Dick is a fine writer, artist and aud
itor .
CRYSTAL GULLEDGE is starting her new congregation affiliated with the Found
ing Church of Scientology of Washington, in Houston. Also in Houston is ANN
SHARPE, whose Training, Processing and CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY activities are
known throughout the Scientology world as being tops. Ann and Crystal between
them spell good news for Houston. Ann is also giving group Intensives in Dal-
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las now and then. That's in Texas, which we have done some research on, and
sensationally Texas did sign on as a United State. Keeping this very quiet,
Texans persist in calling themselves a republic.
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whose home is Munich, GermLondon did such a nice job
Academy on Indoctrination
Congress announcement - is
ROL BRYANS, D.D., D.Scn. as
trip leads down through FloSouth, the West, and back
with every Scientologist she
points for the trip. Bon en-

TUCK WONG, H.A.A. is teaching Basic Auditor Courses in Honolulu and running
Pearl Harbor out of the inhabitants, along with conducting a congregation and
doing group auditing.
Rev. DUANE NELSON, HCA, upon investigating found that it is as easy and
simple to form a new church in New Mexico as it is in California.
Duane has
everything set up and ready- to go in Espanola. - .
The Magnificent HALPERNS just finished a five-week stay, in Washington. Now
in Connecticut, Dick and Jan are handling five parishes around Stamford with
SYLVAN STEIN, also a recent Academy visitor.
HCAs, JIM GOSS AND DON CRANDELL of points West are here for the Academy's
H.A.A. Course.
The Kremlin's No. 1-Playboy, Khrushchev is busily Khrushchevying the Rus
sian people... His recent line is co
exist or perish, which is a cover up
SCIENTOLOGY OF HOUSTON
for the fact that they are working
Church Service Every Tuesday
at 7:30 P.M.
on a nuclear type weapon that will
2002 Dallas, Houston, Texas
not destroy all, but only HALF of a
HCA Training
population. BRIDEY MURPHY may not
have heard about Future Lives, but
Six Levels of Processing
Group and Individual Intensives
she seems to have got one...The wea
Ann Sharpe; D.D., D.Scn.
ther in Washington is very nice....
Tokyo Rose just got sprung from some
4923 Stimson, Houston, Texas
southern prison and will probably
Call Walnut 1-1242
book a show into Los Vegas - she's
Betty Halliday, HCA, 2415 Brazoria
Jackson 8-436-3
had plenty of Publicity.
Elda Ilger, HCA, 1422 Kipling
Distribution Center reports an
Jackson 4-4385
Intensives
upcurve of public interest in Scient
Group and Individual
ology, with bookstores and libraries
now getting lots of questions.
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Here is the complete list on the testing materials for use by PROFESSIONAL
AUDITORS ONLY. Please note that the INITIAL COST of the test package is never
necessary again; the only materials needed for a full testing program AFTER
the starter package are those which are actually marked in use. The SCORING
material is permanent and does not need to be replaced.
AMERICAN PERSONALITY ANALYSIS

STARTER SET, CONSISTING OF

Scoring Stencils
Manual of Instruction
Questionaires
Answer Sheets
Profiles

1 Set Scoring Stencils
1 Instruction Manual
2 Questionaires
30 Answer Sheets
30 Profiles

$10.00

TONE SCALE TEST
Instructions for scoring
Tone Scale Tests (7)

$1.00
.15

$5.00
1.00
.50
.05
.05

APTITUDE TEST
Instructions for scoring $1.00
Tests - each
.10
CERTAINTY ASSESSMENTS
No instructions required $ .10
Total price for before and after
tests per preclear
$1 .1 5

PRECLEAR INVENTORY
$ .15
AUDITOR INVENTORY
$ .10
*(aihis, .covers -usual pc questions, •helps establish two-way comm.)

starter
For testing ten preclears before and after. (After initial order re
order of tests only is necessary as you will have your scoring mater
ials.)
AMERICAN PERSONALITY ANALYSIS

TONE SCALE TESTS

1 Scoring Stencil
$5.00
1 Manual of Instructions 1.00
5 Questionaires
2.50
20 Answer Sheets
1.00
20 Profiles
1.00

Scoring
20 Tests

$1.0 0

20 Certainty Assessments

$2.00

10 Preclear Inventories

$1.50

10 Auditor Inventories

$1.0 0

Total

$22.00

2.00

APTITUDE TEST
Scoring Instructions
20 Tests

$1.00
2.00

This is the optimum order for purchase to begin the testing program

0®
HUBBARD

GUIDANCE
Director:

CENTER
Julia Lewis, D.D., D.Scn.

INTENSIVES
BY
STAFF AUDITORS
THE THREE-WEEK,INTENSIVE: Seventy - five hours of the best pro
fessional auditing, auditors coached daily by the best Director of Processing
Scientology has ever had, in the HGC Staff Auditor Conference, with L. Ron
Hubbard, Founder of the Center in close touch with the auditors as technical
consultant. Complete before-and-after psychometric and scientometric testing.
The HGC, with its own modern building in the heart of Washington, is well equip
ped to serve you.
THE ONE-WEEK INTENSIVE: Twenty-five hours. The one-week inten
sive, costing $500, is well worth much more than its price. The three week in
tensive at much less per week than standard rate, is worth much more than $1500,
but costs only $1250 .
PROFESSIONAL AUDITORS in good standing are invited to come to
the Center for one week at half price ($250) or for three weeks at less than
half price ($750)• In response to this offer, and because of the reports of
auditors who have previously taken advantage of this auditor priviledge, it is
an interesting item that this week EVERY preclear in processing at the Center
is a professional auditor, and it happens also that every one of these is a
fine a-ddltb^®' The1
ehMtffiAE'&htiitor knows better than anyone how valuable
this modern processing really is. Write for Reservations to:
Dr. Julia Lewis, D.D., D.Scn., Director of Processing
2315 15 th Street, N.W.j Washington, D.C.

Visit the Nations' Capitol with a purpose].'
THE ETHICAL GUIDANCE CENTER

IF YOU WISH TO INFORM SOMEONE
ON DIANETICS AND SCIENTOLOGY
2k4 in stamps will get to him a
FIVE-PIECE INFORMATION PACKAGE
Send name and address and stamps to
SCIENTOLOGY, Box 2 k 2
Silver Spring, Maryland

of
THE CHURCH OF AMERICAN SCIENCE
55 Forest Street
Stamford, Connecticut
Telephone Stamford: Fireside 8-6879
Intensives - Hourly Processing
H.C.A. Training
Church Services
Sunday Mornings at 10:30
GEORGE RICHARD HALPERN
D.D.,. D.Scn., F.Scn.

SYLVAN HERBERT STEIN, D.D., D.Scn.
ELLEN-JANE L. HALPERN, D.D., D.Scn.
For information and full details
Write:
LOIS ANDERSON STEIN, Secretary

The APOSTOLIC CHURCH of THEOLOGICAL SCIENTOLOGISTS
A California Non-Profit Corporation
This is a newly organized church whose members feel is destined to be
come Scientology's greatest expression in California. Already it is
spreading rapidly and it will continue to grow as more and more Profes
sional Auditors, Students and Groups who read this page and want an
auxiiliary church or mission in their area or town, join in its program.
Church and Missions now in being are:
The APOSTOLIC CHURCH of THEOLOGICAL SCIENTOLOGISTS of Hollywood
7775 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood h6 , California.
HO-39^-63
Rev. Dr. Chester W. Maydole, D.D., D.Scn., Pastor
Services every Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday from 8 to 10 P.M.
The APOSTOLIC CHURCH of THEOLOGICAL SCIENTOLOGISTS of Long Beach
6 5 k Magnolia Avenue, Long Beach, California
HE-6L858
Rev. Corinne Ellsworth, B.Sen., *SAS, Pastor
Services every Sunday and Tuesday from 8 to 10 P.M.
The APOSTOLIC CHURCH of THEOLOGICAL SCIENTOLOGISTS of Pasadena
97 Holliston Street, Pasadena, California
SY-22600
Rev. Frank Bannister, HCA., SAS, Pastor
Services every Wednesday from 8 to 10 P.M.
The ACTS churches and The SAS Missions follow the Standard Scientology
Group Program and Church Service as recommended by The Founding Church
of Scientology of Washington, D.C.
Each of The ACTS Churches and SAS Missions are now enrolling students
for the BASIC TEACHINGS of SCIENTOLOGY COURSE also arrangements can be
made to have one of our Ministers come to your town and teach this course
Persons wishing to take the Hubbard Certified Auditors Course may do so
with Dr. Maydole in Hollywood. Part time arrangements can be made for
those who have full time jobs.
Contributions made to The ACTS Church Building Fund of The SAS Education
Fund are Tax Deductable.
•
The CO-AUDITOR’S MANUAL and all other Scientology Publications are avail
able at any of The ACTS Churches and The SAS Missions
*SAS - The SOCIETY of APOSTOLIC SCIENTOLOGISTS: a Religious Order whose
membership is composed of Hubbard Auditors and Students, these men and
women are well trained, highly skilled and experienced Group Auditors.

The FOUNDING CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
1812 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Executive Administrator: L. Ron Hubbard, Jr.
D.D., D.Scn.
The ACADEMY OF RELIGIOUS ARTS AND SCIENCES
1812 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Director of Training: Kenneth D. Barrett
D.D., D.Scn.
The HUBBARD GUIDANCE CENTER
2315 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Director of Processing: Dr. Julia Lewis
D.D., D.Scn.
The DISTRIBUTION CENTER OF DIANETICS AND SCIENTOLOGY
Box 2h2
Silver Spring, Maryland
Manager: Donald Guy Breeding, D.Scn.
servicing the membership of the Founding Church, HASI, HDRF, & CAS.
HERE’S SOME GOOD NEWS FROM THE DISTRIBUTION CENTER ABOUT:
1
•
iC i ;
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The lectures that wowed the Washington Congress on EACH of the SIX LEVELS OF
PROCESSING are going into the general distribution line, and you and your group
can buy not only the Congress lectures, but an extra half hour of L. Ron Hubbard
on each of the Six Levels. This makes a package of THREE TWO HOUR REELS for
$50.00.- Every Professional Auditor should know the material on these tapes .cold
hot, and lucid. Here are elucidated the Stable Data of Scientology by L. Ron
Hubbard in the material he considers the most important for auditors that has
yet come to view. Out of this is being built the standard of auditing for the
years to come. Recorded at the Highest Fidelity on Ampex Professional equip
ment. (AND don’t forget the good old Rental Library which is keeping groups
and individual auditors in the field all over the world well informed.) FOR
THIS IMPORTANT TAPE PACKAGE: "SIX LEVELS OF MODERN AUDITING: BASIC SERIES" WRITE
TO THE DISTRIBUTION CENTER ENCLOSING $50.00 (USUAL DISCOUNTS APPLY).

PROFESSIONAL AUDITOR TRAINING
The Academy of Religious Arts and Sciences
HUBBARD CERTIFIED AUDITOR COURSE:..Eight weeks including the Indoc
trination C o u r s e ........ ..
$500.00
HUBBARD ADVANCED AUDITOR COURSE:
tified auditors in good standing

Five to ten weeks.

Open to cer
$ 285.00

HUBBARD GRADUATE AUDITOR COURSE: Not scheduled at present; to be
given by L. Ron Hubbard when announced............ ..

ABILITY BOOKS
$1.00 to Subscribers
jMs'icff: The Evolution of a Science
The Co-Auditor's Manual of Scientology
L. Ron Hubbard's PABs Book #1
L. Ron Hubbard's PABs Book #2
Ask your local book stores if
they have the publications of
Dianetics and Scientology

SCIENTOLOGY
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